Vehicle Detection in a Video Frame Using Machine Learning Technology
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Abstract: Motion tracking is one of the most active research titles of the computer vision concepts. Vehicle detection process on road are used for vehicle tracking, counts, traffic analysis and vehicle categorizing objectives and it can be implemented under different environments changes. Vehicle counting process provides appropriate information about traffic flow, and the vehicle crash occurrences and also traffic peak times in roadways[2]. Analysis of traffic may account traffic and also streamline the process. Analysis of traffic may account for the number of vehicles in an area per some time period[1]. Most of the design involve use of sensors to detect the vehicles. As it is a detection of vehicle in a video frame it uses the algorithms like Gaussian Mixture Model background subtraction it is a widely used approach for foreground detection. By the digital image processing methods which including object detection, edge detection, frame differentiation and kalman filter using the different library and algorithm with real time image[2]. This paper describes the detection of vehicle in a video frame, tracking in the video frame, counts the number of vehicle passes through the indicative line in roadways.
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